C. J. Cherryh. "Graff took a slow sip of vending machine coffee, keyed the next page on the desktop reader. The report writer liked passives: 'will be effectuated', 'will be seen to have incremented', and especially convolutions: 'may have been cost-effective in the interim while result-negative in the long-range forecast'. Graff keyed the dictionary for 'forecast'. It said something about 1) terrestrial weather patterns and, 2) prediction. Hellburners (Dutch: hellebranders) were specialised fireships used in the Siege of Antwerp (1584-1585) during the Eighty Years' War between the Dutch rebels and the Habsburgs. They were floating bombs, also called "Antwerp fire", and did immense damage to the Spanish besiegers. Hellburners have been described as an early form of weapons of mass destruction. A swift robot for those who prefer an aggressive playstyle. Hellburner is able to deal massive damage to enemies around it at the cost of its own durability, while its high speed helps it chase enemies trying to flee. A swift robot.

The Hellburner is a medium robot with a heavy and a light hardpoint. Hellburner's unique ability is named Overload. Upon activation the bot receives a 100% speed boost for 5 seconds (120 kph at top speed), then detonates, dealing tremendous damage to all enemies.